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THE GAME SETTING
AN AVENUE TO soreNOREMOREkore ENGLISH

by emilio cortez
the language teaching game especially may select a different openingg statement

when used with the young second language and so on
learner has been widely acclaimed as an many times just the prospect of a game
effective and highly useful pedagogic aid acts as a motivator often ESOL teachers
faye bumpass expresses the feelings of fail to take full advantage of their students
many ESOL teachers when she says spontaneous spurts of heightened interest

games can be an invaluable aid in teaching when a prospective game is announced such
a foreign language on the elementary heightened interest can yield positive results
level nothing intrigues children more when coupled with an appropriate english
than the promise of learning a new game utterance which is consistently reinforced
by taking advantage of this playful during competitive games in which points
inclination the teacher is able to build are awarded team efforts must be periodi-

callynew vocabulary concepts and to give callyassessedassessed here again a variety of english
additional practice in maintaining a sentences can be subtly introduced such as
previously learned skill 1 1I wonder whoschos winning
when playing a game children focus how many points does team B have

more intently upon everything said A how many points does team A need to
situation which needlesneedlessstoto say helps foster win
language acquisition whats the score

in a game setting various opportunities on occasion the entire class may even
arise for furthering the students knowledge participate in counting points such choral
of english even prior to a game a host of practice reinforces number concepts in a

contextuatlycontextuauycontextually appropriate utterances are most meaningful way for young children
possible consider some of the following it cannot be overstressedoverstressed that in additionadcftfi6n
examples to the language game proper many

are you ready for our galepgame79gamep expressions can be taught to the second
whoschos ready to play a game language learner if a primacy of consistency
lets play a game in presentation is maintained by sso0 doing
who wants to play a game we can begin to capitalize more fully on the

irsititsIs time for our game almost limitless versatility of the language
today were going to play a game teaching game

1I think were ready for our game
its game timedinedihenine

it is suggested that ESOL teachers be
consistent in their use of language when
announcing language game time after
the children have grown accustomed to a
specific introductoryexpressionintroductory expression the teacher

faye bumpass teaching young students
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